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Table 2.2. Quality Metrics Used

Metric Name Coupling

RFC Response for a Class Coupling
CBO Coupling Between Objects Coupling
DAC Data Abstraction Coupling Coupling
MPC Message Passing Coupling Coupling
LOC Lines of Code Size
NOM Number of Methods Size
CYCLO Cyclomatic Complexity Complexity
LCOM2 Lack of Cohesion of Methods2 Cohesion
LCOM5 Lack of Cohesion of Methods5 Cohesion
NOC Number of Children Inheritance
DIT Depth of Inheritance Inheritance

H↵ = {⌘1(c↵), ⌘2(c↵), . . . , ⌘J(c↵)} (2.6)

where J is the total number of metrics and H↵ 2 RJ .

Refactoring Impact PrEdiction (RIPE) is an approach that predicts the impact of 12
refactoring operations on 11 code metrics [5]. RIPE implements 89 impact prediction
functions that show developers the variation of code metrics before the application of a
refactoring operation. We utilized prediction function because a solution set of refactoring
recommendation is too expensive to perform in a SUA (it may require several resources
that could exceed the budget of a project), yet an estimation of the refactoring on the
metrics could be calculated. For instance:

LOCp(cs) = LOCb(cs)� LOC(mk) (2.7)

LOCp(ct) = LOCb(ct) + LOC(mk) (2.8)

Where LOCp is the predicted lines of codes, LOCb is the lines of codes before the
prediction, cs is a source class, ct is a target class, and mk is an specific method k from the
source class. For each Refactoring Operation r� and quality metric ⌘j there is a prediction
function Prediction�,j(c↵), which estimates the impact of the refactoring on the metric of
a class (i↵ the refactoring a↵ects the metric):

Prediction�,j(c↵) = e⌘�,j(c↵) (2.9)

The previous equation is a formalization we proposed to link RIPE with our definitions.

Definition 7. Impacted Code Quality Metric Definition. An impacted quality metric is
a function f⌘�,j : c↵ �! R. Each class ec↵, impacted by a refactoring operation r� of the
SUA, has a set of metric values:

fH↵ = {e⌘(�,1)(c↵), e⌘(�,2)(c↵), . . . , e⌘(�,J)(c↵)} (2.10)

where J is the total number of metrics and fH↵ 2 RJ .


